Robert Rauschenberg
*Health (Tribute 21), 1994*
Offset lithograph
41 x 27 in. (104.14 x 68.58 cm)
Collection SFMOMA, gift of Felissimo, 96.247.6


**Marks and Inscriptions**

Recto: Bottom edge, signature with inscription in pencil in the artist’s hand: “RAUSCHENBERG HC 16/22 94”; lower left corner, embossed chop mark for the Tribute 21 portfolio: “RAUSCHENBERG FELISSIMO TRIBUTE” inside a circle with the number 21 at the center

Verso: By chop mark, inscription in pencil: “HC 16/22”

**Ownership History**

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, gift of Felissimo, 1996

**Exhibition History**

Exhibition history not provided for multiples.

**Publication History**


This listing documents select references that provide general information about the series.
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